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Sale Items
Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Cafe
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£299.00 – £399.00

Dubarry Clover Skirt - Cafe
A tweed mini skirt.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool, Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour. Bespoke stripe pocket lining. Bias cut
deep yoke with two front pockets. Iconic Dubarry crushed leather pocket welt detail. Contrast gold colour branding and interior
detail.
£100.00 – £149.00

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Dubarry Connacht Acorn Tweed Jacket
A hacking style jacket with classical elbow patch detail.
Teflon coated 100% Pure new wool.
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.
Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.
Bespoke stripe sleeve lining.
Faux suede detail.
Stylish and durable elbow patches.
Double ticket flap pocket.
£349.00 £260.00

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Heath
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£379.00

Dubarry Leitrim Country Boot - Walnut
Dubarry's Leitrim boot is stylish mid-calf height waterproof boot. It is an excellent addition to any country clothing collection, as it
will keep you warm and dry during country pursuits thanks to its waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® lining, as well as
Dubarry's water resistant
Stylish knee high boot, lined with GORE-TEX® Product technology.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather it has a leather stacked heel combined to a
rubber top piece.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£279.00 £229.00
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Le Chameau Field Shooting Jacket
NEW
The ultimate shooting jacket by Le Chameau. Fully waterproof, lined with Primaloft for warmth, breathable, and bursting with
innovations and technology such as "super-load" pockets.
Detachable hood
Articulated sleeves
DWR coated coated cotton mix
Sizes from S-XXL
£579.00 £290.00

Le Chameau Field Shooting Jacket Womens
NEW
Womens - Chameau Green
The ultimate shooting jacket by Le Chameau. Fully waterproof, lined with Primaloft for warmth, breathable, and bursting with
innovations and technology such as "super-load" pockets.
Detachable hood
Articulated sleeves
DWR coated coated cotton mix
Sizes from S-XXL
£275.00 – £290.00

Le Chameau Country Jacket - Mustard
NEW
Womens - Mustard
Stylish and showerproof, dry wax cotton country jacket featuring moleskin collar and pocket detailing and articulated sleeves for
movement
£295.00 £150.00

Schoffel Canterbury Five Pocket Jean Navy
The Canterbury 5 pocket jean in Navy is the ultimate in stylish trousers. The timeless style of this trouser make it the perfect
addition to jazz up any outfit, perfect for the country or city. Pair with your favourite Schoffel Shirt to add a classic country look to
your wardrobe.

Stretch cotton twill 98 % cotton / 2% spandex
5 pockets
Leather Schöffel branding on rear waistband
Contrast lining at the waist
Machine washable

£89.95 £71.95

Schoffel Canterbury Five Pocket Jean Fig
The Canterbury 5 pocket jean in Fig is the ultimate in stylish trousers. The timeless style of this trouser make it the perfect
addition to jazz up any outfit, perfect for the country or city. Pair with your favourite Schoffel Shirt to add a classic country look to
your wardrobe.

Stretch cotton twill 98 % cotton / 2% spandex
5 pockets
Leather Schöffel branding on rear waistband
Contrast lining at the waist
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Machine washable

£89.95 £71.95

Schoffel Canterbury Five Pocket Jean Camel
The Canterbury 5 pocket jean in Camel is the ultimate in stylish trousers. The timeless style of this trouser make it the perfect
addition to jazz up any outfit, perfect for the country or city. Pair with your favourite Schoffel Shirt to add a classic country look to
your wardrobe.

Stretch cotton twill 98 % cotton / 2% spandex
5 pockets
Leather Schöffel branding on rear waistband
Contrast lining at the waist
Machine washable

£89.95 £71.95

